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MEDASTRANA IS THE UNIQUE IN THE WORLD ALTERNATIVE HOLISTIC METHOD OF
PERSONAL ANALYSIS AND UNIVERSAL EXPERIENCE, WHICH PROVIDES YOU YOUR
ALTERNATIVE HOLISTIC PERSONAL ANALYSIS
Medastrana analysis “Self” based on random data
Medastrana, the unique in the world alternative holistic personal analysis of your SELF,
provides you with useful and interesting information about your tendencies as an
individual. More specifically you see the way your internal world, your emotions, and
your mind work. How other people see you and how you see yourself. What
characteristics you have during your completion as an individual. You see if you have
antithesis in your character and how this antithesis affects your life.
Bellow you see the random data which the sample of Medastrana analysis “Love” is
based on.
Name
: Jonathan
Last name: Faradey
Birth date: 13/03/1991
Gender :Man
adult
Center of the soul
How the characteristics of your soul effect on your individuality.
Medastrana symbol : MOON

You mainly live through your emotions and the impressions you receive from your
environment. You are not selfish but you have a great generosity. You show faith and
loyalty in your relationships. You have the tendency to be at a loss yourself by offering
everything to others. This sometimes makes you vulnerable. Surely you have a

complicated nature. You possess a talent in absorbing ideas. You often have visions
and dreams, and a tendency to arts, like music, poetry, painting, or even maths or
chemistry. Emotions are very significant in your life. In moments of high pressure due
to occurring problems, if you lose your psychic balance, you may be misled by
mischievous associates.
You have a deep need to be connected with the whole world in a quest of what keeps
this world together, not what tears it apart. Your speaking is sweet and you possess
the abilities of a fair diplomat. It is hard to be analyzed or to let your emotions show.
Even though you seem not to be affected by what people say, you are very much
bothered by criticism. If you decide to show your bad side, you will do so in a very
intense way. Deep inside, without realizing it, you can be everywhere and nowhere at
the same time. You have the tendency to create confusion. Some of your
characteristics are from the moon. Do not be surprised if you are able to function in a
system perfectly.
When you set a target you proceed with method, accuracy and the necessary patience
to overcome any obstacles that may come across. You love to communicate and
behave with politeness. You hate noise and extreme activity around you. You do not
accept interferences from others in your private life. You have a fully developed
adaptability and the talent to transform, in order to fulfil the requirements of different
circumstances. This is the way that you manage to penetrate in situations and to take
advantage of your position. You appear to be blase, due to your tendency to sulk,
dream on and turn in on yourself. If you let your negative self be in charge, it is
possible to come up with problems as being inactive and passive, feeling that the
world around is not as safe as it should be.
You like to express sympathy and understanding. Most probably, you have no
prejudgments. One way to reach total fulfillment is to feel that you offer to people.
You may not be as close to your family as you should, but you try to offer the best in
every respect. You listen with attention but without judgment and you are able to
offer a good advice. You possess ingenuity and craftiness, which you use in the best
possible way in everyday- life. You prefer to live an easy, comfortable life. It is
necessary to be offered moral support to what concerns the managing of material
wealth so you will be able to be in balance between the spiritualism and the material
world. You appear indifferent to action with no real meaning and it would be difficult
for someone to get your attention. You avoid the direct approach. Your ability to
transform gives you the advantage to sabotage your enemies without warning, in
order to succeed your goals. You do not hesitate to use any means possible to protect
your interests. Usually you function in a slow motion.
When you combine the gift of diplomacy and maneuvering with your talent in
business, you can be very successful professionally in every aspect. When you do not
work on your self-improvement, the cultivation of your heart in order to discover your

defaults and mistakes and to gain psycho-spiritual evolvement, the result is to have
negative tensions, sometimes in a greater and sometimes in a smaller degree: You
may feel insecure, that your whole world, the environment you function and live in, is
not as safe as it should be. Sometimes you have the need to escape the cruelty of the
world, by means of dreaming, or, in the worse scenario, using alcohol or other
substances. Frequently you disconnect yourself from your environment, considering at
the same time your personal needs more important of all. You avoid people with
problems, or those who remind you of your own ones. Occasionally you follow the
easy path, which is a pathetic attitude towards life.
Mind
The course of your life mainly based on logic is mentioned below.
Medastrana symbol: HUMAN

You have a charming and aristocratic appearance; you never pass unnoticed. You have
many talents and the ability to achieve projects in the best possible manner. You are
characterized by unselfishness; you love to offer, be useful, polite, companionate and
honest to others. Sometimes you balance between extreme and opposite feelings, like
anger and understanding, or jealousy and compassion. Surely you are not afraid to
fight and need competition in order to keep up your interest in whatever you do.
Usually you take the first step to enhance a relationship. One of the most important
aspects in an erotic relationship is to be offered great sexual satisfaction. From the
start you demand the appreciation of those around you.
You deeply need your relations to be governed from originality and absoluteness. You
have the talent to be connected with the universe unconsciously. You love your fellow
human as an entity. You are decisive and you function methodically, taking care of all
the details. When it needs to cooperate in a team for a common cause you are
cooperative, productive and efficient. You are independent, faithful and idealistic. You
posses the readiness to defend and fight for your beliefs. You need to create the
conditions that will make you feel safe. Through this required safety, in contribution
with the independences that characterizes you, you can reach your inner self and
when you achieve that you will be able even to change your standards. Basically your
idiosyncrasy is connected with spirit.

You have artistic tendencies enriched with imagination; you are active and creative.
Your aesthetics are fully developed and you are attracted to anything beautiful. In
universal level you can contribute to the connection of anything Devine and human in
order to accomplish the integration of Man on Earth. In your social activities you
accept your guests in luxuriant hospitality. You are always ready to listen to other
people problems with true compassion and support. In your relationships you are
possessed by passion. On of your deepest needs is to have an eclectic – but not
indifferent – relationship.
You prefer loneliness than boredom and compromising. Usually you keep secrets
about subjects concerning you. You love mystery and passion. You are of a risky nature
and you possess great vital strength. You have a tendency to combine the solutions of
your problems with mystery. You are motivated by passion. They trust you easily due
to your honesty and likewise you trust others easily. You are not afraid of
commitment. In your dealings you usually insist on showing your generosity and
compassion. But if you need to conflict you will deliver a deathblow strongly and
decisively. You function very well in a team.
Your stability is a foundation for the teams’ plans. Relatively with your need to be
generous and offer everything to others, sometimes you give promises you cannot
keep due to your high expectations from yourself. You can have a promising career in
your profession due to endurance to hard work and your insistence on whatever you
have in mind. Also your ambition will help you climb up hierarchically in companies.
You have the ability to succeed even in artistic professions. You question your beliefs
in order to enhance in situations, which you meet and therefore you even create new
standards. You feel the need to seek absoluteness.
In your life many times you meet the limits. One of your basic inner quests is to be in a
constant fight. You are concerned existential problems and all matters about the
decline of humanity and ideas. You are the kind of person that is not afraid of selfcriticism. Due to your intense sharpness you are able to detect if somebody is setting
you a trap. This requires attention, as sometimes you detect traps or attacks that do
not exist. By keeping your balance, you possess the ability to transform and change
the subjects you work on. When you have cultivated your higher self, you are in
balance and calmness, and then you are able to transmit higher knowledge and energy
to the people around you. You usually reach deeply in whatever you deal with. If you
are stressful, part of it is due to the fact that you take things to the limits and this can
be very tiring, leading to anxiety and nervousness.
When you do not constantly work on your self- improvement, on the cultivation of
your soul, in order to discover your defaults and mistakes and a constant psychospiritual evolvement, the result is the following negative tendencies either in a small
or in a greater degree: Sometimes you consider your generosity obliges the other
person to share his belongings with you. Your great passions may take you in extreme

situations with negative results, such as self-injuring or spiritual suicide. You
sometimes depend on pleasure. You have the need to control your environment and
you often are obsessed by jealousy. You find it difficult to emotionally adapt having
extreme views for feelings.
Heart
The inner way that your soul reacts through your heart.
Medastrana symbol: CLAY

The eyes of your soul watch life through your practical spirit. You consider discipline
important and you follow rules in whatever you do. You face every subject and project
with seriousness, discipline and responsibility. You raise definite limits in actions,
programming clearly and precisely your moves. You respect tradition and you found
your creations solidly. Your mind quickly plans your next steps that will take you closer
to your goals.
You enjoy conquering and you feel the need of property in all aspects. You are very
independent and sometimes you hold your emotions back because you do not like to
occupy others with your problems. You do not easily change habits or views. You
mainly rely on your own judgment. You are the kind of person that is not characterized
for his or her variability; you really possess certain standards. You persistently defend
your vested interests. You enjoy calmness and peace. This plays an important role in
balancing your relationships. You love to act and move through a safe and predictable
environment.
You bring order from chaos and you are able to give a shape to a dream, through the
abilities of your practical, Methodical, disciplined and organized mind. Also, if you set
it as a target, you can re-shape and re-build anything. Your energy is compact and
steady, you possess the gift to create order and give shape things by stabilizing them.
Your mind is active, it gives birth to ideas, creates standards and philosophizes in new
horizons. When in action, you move precise in time, reliable on your obligations and
appointments, respectable to the value of time.
You do not move fast, but you are characterized by stability and effectiveness based
on detailed planning. You possess the gift to be able to concentrate easily. You are

very endurable in hard work. You are the right person to organize and keep up a
program in serenity. You love your home. You manage wisely your finances and you
detest unnecessary expenses. Regarding your relationships you are faithful, devoted
and respectful of your partner’s ideas.
You are the cornerstone of every organization, whether concerning your family, or
relationship or even management and administration of a company or organization.
You accomplish to give your creations an organized completeness for a long time. You
are not the type of person that is motivated by emotions, but instead you approach
everything through rationality and practical efficiency. Usually you offer to your
partner practical gifts but this does not mean you are not romantic. Your success
comes through hard work and total devotion to what you do. In a universal level you
are able to impress your spiritual energy to matter.
When you are not constantly working on yourself improvement, for the cultivation of
your soul to discover your disadvantages and your mistakes in order to accomplish the
continuous psycho-spiritual evolvement, the result is the following negative tensions,
to a small or a larger degree: If your discipline gets over the limits, it turns to
inflexibility, stopping your evolution. Your need to have all organized may, through
exaggerations, to become an attempt to control, resulting in pressure on yourself and
others. You stick on details and rules of your plans so when anything not programmed
or planned occurs, you feel terrified. You are afraid to risk and you move in the narrow
limits of your well built and perfectly –organized system. You respond narrow –
mindedly when somebody expresses an opinion which does not fit in your system and
planning.
Way of evolution
Follows the way that the evolution of your personality and psychism deriving via
some characteristics and tensions shall affect the course of your life.
Medastrana symbol: ORCHID

Basically your personal evolvement will come through your relationships with others.
Particularly, balance and harmony in relationships will be very important to you.
Team- work fits you best to accomplish your goals. You show the proper respect and
sensitivity to other people’s needs, you create perfect co-operations and you possess
the talent to create and keep excellent relationships. You are able to help others, co-

operations by issuing the proper advice. In your love relationships you are very tender,
caring and patient. You need to commonly decide and to receive confirmation and
encouragement by your partner. You enjoy company and you may reach happiness
through your love- partner, creating a long relationship based on a strong foundation.
You face any situation patiently, compromising if necessary. Your receptivity is great.
You possess the gift of a good negotiator and peacemaker. You fully comprehend and
understand what is wrong and what is right in all situations. You may in a universal
level accomplish the coupling of opposite forces. Unquestionably you are very well
aware of how to use your mind creatively. Quite often you function through a
constant balancing of situations. If your help is required, you find it very difficult to
deny it. Many times you defend other peoples’ interests more than your own. Your
mood changes easily and rapidly like moving in a pendulum. One side is your positive
self and the other the negative. It is important for you that your equality and logic
prevails. You use your bodacious logic and your sharpness to argue against any intense
criticism to your decisions.
If you have to be angry, it will be a passing explosion, without revenge and bad
feelings. Usually you have the tendency to separate people in two categories, like
good or bad, nice or unattractive. You use your insight to your final decisions. If in
doubt, you reach the answer due to your judgment and patience. You possess the
ability of persuasion. You let things run with the flow and patiently you enjoy the
results in due time. Professionally, you are better equipped for projects or jobs that
involve co-operations and team-work, especially if they have to do with negotiations,
gathering and managing of information, solidarity –conciliation You are thoroughly
and studiously occupied organizing every matter and subject you aim to accomplish.
You know how and when to act. You possess a natural sense of rhythm and harmony.
You have a natural talent or sense in arts. You recognize beauty when you see it, your
aesthetics is very intense and you love comely things. You enjoy peacefulness and you
pursue it not only in your interpersonal relationships but also in a universal level. You
are able to comfort those around you, by your polite manners and courage.
Consciously or not, you need to observe all around you living in harmony. You may in a
universal level succeed in combining opposite forces. You possess the ability to offer
to the harmony and balance of the universe.
If you do not constantly work for your self-improvement and the cultivation of your
soul, in order to discover your disadvantages and mistakes, aiming constantly on your
psycho- spiritual evolvement, the result will be to have the following tendencies,
either in a small or in a greater degree; You may reduce or push yourself aside, placing
others higher up, and at the end lose your independence. You do not express yourself
when you should. In a difficult situation you easily lose your patience. You avoid
defending your thoughts. You become critical and meticulous to your partner and
others. You face life’s challenges with passiveness and empathy. You approach life in a

pessimistic manner. You may create delays in your progress in life due to your
strictness in detail. You are possessed by dilatoriness and indecisiveness, without in
the end achieving your projects. You face life’s dilemmas with no patience or
insistence.
Attitude
Below you find the natural way you spiritually approach your life and is connected to
the way your soul reacts. Also your inner and deep expression that motivate you and
makes you function in the long and difficult course of life.
Medastrana symbol: LAKE

In your relations you keep balance and you can weigh correctly when to give and when
to take from a relationship. You love all people and animals as well. You are very good
consultants. Other people know that you are real interested for their problems and
that you will advice them correctly. You want to make the world beautiful. You are
generous with your emotions for material and emotional world. You express your love
with passion. You are romantic. You emphasize in romance’s beauties. You feel
compassion for the people needing it. You are protective and supporting. You aim for
family calmness and you adore children. You like to protect and take care of animals.
When you achieve the maximum of your abilities by externalizing your dynamism you
have the tension to change the entire world and to transform it by your own
standards. You are a very emotional person, sensitive and with good manners and
politeness. You have fantasy and artistic vein and you adore to be expressed
creatively.
You can use various colors harmonically in order to decorate your environment.
Security is very important for you. You prefer to move in slow motion without rushing
movements so that your movements to be secure and to be characterized by stability
and program. You take decisions based on heart. You act like a battery: You have a
negative and a positive pole. On the one hand you are homebody on the other hand
adventurer. Universe offers you the ability to to choose the one or the other pole. You
are strong minded and you prefer to insist using your emotions than your dynamism.
You prefer to be occupied with one topic at the time since you are very patient
person.

You may achieve balance between professional and personal life. The professions best
for you are those occupied with services provision such as medicine, decoration,
aesthetics. You can also be an excellent teacher or consultant. It is possible to offer
social work during your lifetime. You have the courage to be placed in favor of justice,
to tell the truth; you believe in justice. It is possible to have great financial profits
when your personal aim is to offer to other people and not money. In universal level
you contribute in balance between love and spirit, male and female, integration of
immaterial spiritual world with material world.
When you do not work on your self-improvement, the cultivation of your heart in
order to discover your defaults and mistakes and to gain psycho-spiritual evolvement,
the result is to have negative tensions, sometimes in a greater and sometimes in a
smaller degree: You offer to others more than you can and you neglect yourself. As a
result you lose the balance of yourself and your relations and you waste yourself. You
undertake more obligations from those you can handle. You seem week due to your
intense emotionalism. You do not live in real world. You set strict standards relatively
to your partner and you put the base for a permanent and balanced relation. You daily
dream and you idealize the love and your relationship. That might cause you problems
in the center of yourself, which is your heart and other problems such as divorce.
Ego
Your self-image and the image that third people see and perceive for you.
Medastrana symbol: CLAY

You accomplish to give your creations an organized completeness for a long time. You
are not the type of person that is motivated by emotions, but instead you approach
everything through rationality and practical efficiency. Usually you offer to your
partner practical gifts but this does not mean you are not romantic. Your success
comes through hard work and total devotion to what you do. In a universal level you
are able to impress your spiritual energy to matter. You love to act and move through
a safe and predictable environment. You bring order from chaos and you are able to
give a shape to a dream, through the abilities of your practical, Methodical, disciplined
and organized mind.
Also, if you set it as a target, you can re-shape and re-build anything. Your energy is
compact and steady, you possess the gift to create order and give shape things by

stabilizing them. Your mind is active, it gives birth to ideas, creates standards and
philosophizes in new horizons. When you are not constantly working on yourself
improvement, for the cultivation of your soul to discover your disadvantages and your
mistakes in order to accomplish the continuous psycho-spiritual evolvement, the
result is the following negative tensions, to a small or a larger degree: You are afraid to
risk and you move in the narrow limits of your well built and perfectly –organized
system.
Final integration
The accomplishment of your life’s goals.
Medastrana symbol: SKY

You possess a vision; you need to be the best, to be on top. You are able to be very
active and leading in your field. You prefer to deliver orders that to receive ones. You
are hardworking, courageous and endurable, end whatever you do you fully devote
yourself. You are practical, orderly, and in need to have a target to work on and
accomplish. You are very energetic and active, anything you do you carry it on with
your great momentum. Being confident is part of your idiosyncrasy, so in a difficult
moment you do not panic and be in readiness. You are very patient but if somebody or
something gets over your limits then you may become very angry, reacting to the
extremes. You often feel the need to impress upon others your opinion of discipline,
so that they will agree with your views which- you are definite- lead to social
recognition.
If somebody conflicts with you and offends you then you may react to the point of
vengeance, considering all means possible. When you are in a bad mood for a long
time then your negative side surfaces. One of your deeper needs is that your creations
to be endurable in time. You also need to climb up the pyramid of hierarchy. You
administer and manage very well all the aspects of finance. You are attracted by secret
organizations and all sciences of the mind, as psychology, meta-physics and
philosophy. You may connect data of material value to emotions. All the knowledge
you accumulate, you use it as a tool in order to succeed your goals. You may develop
your self-awareness to higher levels by preserving the balance inside you, without
filtering all information and knowledge through your own defaults and keeping your
mind open. You have developed the sense of property and its protection. Your

protectiveness is expressed in your family as well. You wish your children to be
obedient to your every advice or command. You are a strict judge of yourself; you are
always question yourself. This results to you working harder to accomplish your
targets.
You function excellently in the world of business; you possess the ability to
administrate, manage and judge, with emphasis in the sectors of industry, trade,
public administration, real agencies, or even authoring. You are able to administer
great organizations, to accomplish great projects, or even to take great risks. When
difficult situations arise, you deal with them with strength and self-control. You are
able to rationally analyze situations and organize an effective action plan; you possess
an organized and practical mind. You like to be just. You have an inborn characteristic
to perceive other peoples’ talents and abilities. You pursue social recognition; you
enjoy being associated with important people, to mix in important social circles. You
also take pleasure in impressive wardrobes and impressive appearances. Usually in
your relationship you do not exteriorize your emotions to your partner. It is important
for you to feel financially safe.
You wish to be rich and money is important for the accomplishment of your plans and
dreams. In a universal level you can balance between the infinite possibilities of the
universe and the limited that Man expresses and make sure that Man can represent
the energy of the universe. Your opinions and positions are very hard to change. You
can be characterized as a conservative. You possess a towering personality. As you try
to achieve your goals you move slowly but steadily with a high efficiency.
When you are not constantly working on yourself improvement, for the cultivation of
your soul to discover your disadvantages and your mistakes in order to accomplish the
continuous psycho-spiritual evolvement, the result is the following negative tensions,
to a small or a larger degree: You do not manage your power in balance resulting to a
autarchic behavior terrifying the others sometimes. You also misuse your power. You
work non-stop to a result of neglecting those who love you. The acquisition of wealth
and social recognition becomes a kind of mania. You do not manage to express your
warm and kind self hidden inside you.
You tend to turn in yourself; a characteristic that in difficult situations becomes more
intense. You often correct and be critical to others especially when they do not follow
your ideas and methods, because you truly believe you really know what is best. It is
easy for anybody to predict your reactions. You may be drifted by the chase of
material wealth and end up greedy. Sometimes you may be naive in matters of the
heart, without being able to foresee the traps of love. Sometimes you do not react
with tact. You use to reach a decision and act mainly based on logic but almost never
on emotion.
Forms of contradiction

As a person you may have some antithesis in your character. An antithesis can lead
you to an esoterically conflict. If you have antithesis, is not really bad, despite the
pain you feel, you can use that antithesis in a creative and productive way in your
life.
Antithesis between your heart and your mind
THERE IS NO CONFLICT BETWEEN YOUR HEART AND YOUR MIND, you have harmony
between your reason and your emotions. Through this harmony you can create a
beautiful life full of prosperity. To keep this harmony you should continuously work for
you self progress and character betterment.
Antithesis between your personality and your mind
THERE IS NO CONFLICT BETWEEN YOUR DESTINY AND YOUR MIND, you have harmony
on the way you act in your life course. You are going to have good luck. In order to
protect this harmony you should stay focused on your improvement as an individual,
and try not to do the same mistakes in your life.
Antithesis between your destiny and you mind
THERE IS NO CONFLICT BETWEEN YOUR PERSONALITY AND YOUR MIND, you have
harmony between yourself image and the way you think. Because of this harmony you
have a very good self confidence and you are a charming person. You influence the
people around you. Don’t forget that you must continuously work for you self progress
and character betterment.
Antithesis between your idiosyncrasy and your mind
THERE IS NO CONFLICT BETWEEN YOUR IDIOSYNCRASY AND YOUR HEART, you mature
in a creative way, and you can have prosperity and happiness. In order to protect this
harmony you must keep away egoism and keep your heart and your mind open.
Antithesis in the course of your life
You have harmony in the way you manage the material things like cars, house and
others. You also have the tendency to have a good love relationship. In order to
protect this harmony you must continuously observe and correct yourself.

